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Abstract - In this paper, we tend to introduce a Two-factor authentication (2FA) access system for web-based cloud computing services. Specifically, in our planned 2FA access system, attribute-based access management mechanism is enforced with the need of each a user secret key and a lightweight security device. As a user cannot access the system if they are not hold each, the mechanism will enhance the protection of the system, particularly in those eventualities wherein several users share an equivalent laptop for web-based cloud services. Additionally, attribute-based management within the system additionally allows the cloud server to limit the access to those users with an equivalent set of attributes whereas conserving user privacy, i.e., the cloud server solely is aware of that the user fulfills the desired predicate, however has no plan on the precise identity of the user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing could be a virtual host ADP (Automatic Data Processing) system that enables enterprises to shop, for lease, sell, or distribute software in other digital resources over the web as an on demand service. It not depends on a server or variety of machines that physically exist, because it could be a virtual system. There are several applications of cloud computing, like knowledge sharing [1],[3],[4],[6], knowledge storage [2],[5], big knowledge management, medical system [7] etc. As sensitive knowledge is also keep within the cloud for sharing purpose or convenient access; and eligible users may access the cloud system for numerous applications and services, user authentication has become a vital part for any cloud system. A user is needed to login before exploitation the cloud services or accessing the sensitive knowledge keep within the cloud.

Second, it is common to share a laptop/desktop among completely different folks. It's going to be simple for hackers to put in some spyware to be told the login password from the web-browser. A recently planned access control model known as attribute-based access management could be a sensible candidate to tackle the matter. It not solely provides anonymous authentication however conjointly any defines access control policies supported completely different attributes of the requester, environment, or the info object.

In an attribute-based access control system,1 each user has a user secret key issued by the authority. In practice, the user secret key is stored inside the personal computer. When we consider the above mentioned second problem on web-based services, it is common that computers may be shared by many users especially in some large enterprises or organizations. For example, let us consider the following two scenarios:

- In a hospital, computers are shared by different staff. Dr. Alice uses the computer in room A when she is on duty in the daytime, while Dr. Bob uses the same computer in the same room when he is on duty at night.

A more secure way is to use two-factor authentication (2FA). 2FA is very common among web-based e-banking services. In addition to a username/password, the user is also required to have a device to display a one-time password. Some systems may require the user to have a mobile phone while the one-time password will be sent to the mobile phone through SMS during the login process. By using 2FA, users will have more confidence to use shared computers to login for web-based e-banking services. For the same reason, it will be better to have a 2FA system for users in the web-based cloud services in order to increase the security level in the system.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Cloud computing is a new technology that has unlimited potential for many application areas as well as IT, education, military, transportation, amusement, homeland defense and sensible areas. One basic advantage of mistrustment cloud computing is pay-as-you-go rating model, wherever
customers pay only in keeping with their usage of the services.

Cloud security is one among the active analysis areas and in depth analysis work has been carried out in recent years. A range of effective techniques have been proposed by varied authors to give security to cloud knowledge and data.

Securing Software as a Service model of cloud that is employed to explain the safety challenges in SaaS model of cloud computing and conjointly end endeavors to produce future security analysis direction.

The security problems are still in loop of solutions, due to that such a lot of organizations are waiting for adoption of cloud computing services.

This projected theme has been evaluated beneath numerous things. The new theme is thought-about as a secure theme for cloud platforms.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

We assume the protection device utilized in our system satisfies the subsequent necessities.

1) Tamper-resistance: The content hold on within the security device isn’t accessible or modifiable once it is initialized. Additionally, it’ll perpetually follow the algorithm specification.

2) Capability: it’s capable of analysis of a hash function. Additionally, it will generate random numbers and reason exponentiations of a cyclic cluster outlined over a finite field.

The architecture is split into following modules as shown in Fig-1: (a) User Key Generation Process. (b) Access Authentication Process.

3.1 ENTITIES

Our system consists of the subsequent entities:

3.1.1 TRUSTEE: it’s chargeable for generating all system parameters and initializes the protection device.

3.1.2 ATTRIBUTE-ISSUING AUTHORITY: it’s accountable to get user secret key for every user per their attributes.

3.1.3 USER: it’s the player that creates authentication with the cloud server. Every user features a secret key issued by the attribute-issuing authority and a security device initialized by the trustee.

3.1.4 CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER: It provides services to anonymous authorized users. It interacts with the user throughout the authentication method.

3.2 CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROJECT

A two-factor access control protocol for web-based cloud computing services, using a lightweight security device. The device has the following properties: (1) it can compute some lightweight algorithms, e.g. hashing and exponentiation; and (2) it is tamper resistant, i.e., it is assumed that no one can break into it to get the secret information stored inside.

With this device, our protocol provides a 2FA security. First the user secret key (which is usually stored inside the computer) is required. In addition, the security device should be also connected to the computer (e.g. through USB) in order to authenticate the user for accessing the cloud. The user can be granted access only if he has both items. Furthermore, the user cannot use his secret key with another device belonging to others for the access.

Our protocol supports fine-grained attribute-based access which provides a great flexibility for the system to set different access policies according to different scenarios. At the same time, the privacy of the user is also preserved. The cloud system only knows that the user possesses some required attribute, but not the real identity of the user.
3.3 ASSUMPTIONS

The focus of this paper is on preventing private information leakage at the phase of access authentication. Thus we make some assumptions on system setup and communication channels. We assume each user communicates with the cloud service provider through an anonymous channel [8], [9] or uses IP-hiding technology. We also assume that the trustee generates the security parameters according to the algorithm prescribed. Other potential attacks, such as IP hijacking, distributed denial-of-service attack, man-in-the-middle attack, etc., are out of the scope of this paper.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we’ve given a brand new 2FA (including both user secret key and a light-weight security device) access control system for web-based cloud computing services. Based on the attribute-based access management mechanism, the projected 2FA access system has been known to not solely enable the cloud server to limit the access to those users with an equivalent set of attributes however additionally preserve user privacy. Detailed security analysis shows that the projected 2FA access control system achieves the required security needs. Through performance analysis, we have a tendency to incontestable that the construction is “feasible”. We have a tendency to leave as future work to additional improve the potency whereas keeping all nice options of the system.
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